World-class mathematics
journals – transitioning to
open access under
Subscribe to Open
Mathematical Modelling of
Natural Phenomena

SUBSCRIBE
TO OPEN
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TO OPEN

MMNP publishes original and review
papers on Mathematical Modelling in
biology, medicine, chemistry, physics,
and other areas in the context of real
world problems.

mmnp-journal.org

ESAIM: Control,
Optimisation and
Calculus of Variations

SUBSCRIBE
TO OPEN

ESAIM: COCV publishes papers and
surveys in the areas of Control,
Optimisation, and Calculus of
Variations. Articles may be theoretical
and/or computational and cover
topical subjects.

The first mathematics journal in the
world to transition to open access
using Subscribe to Open!

esaim-cocv.org

ESAIM: Mathematical
Modelling and Numerical
Analysis

ESAIM: Probability
and Statistics

ESAIM: M2AN publishes original
research papers in Mathematical
Modelling and Numerical Analysis
providing rigorous theoretical
analysis and evidence of
computational relevance.

SUBSCRIBE
TO OPEN

ESAIM: P&S publishes original research
and survey papers in Probability and
Statistics. It covers theoretical and
practical aspects and methodological
developments with applications.

esaim-ps.org

esaim-m2an.org

RAIRO – Operations
Research

SUBSCRIBE
TO OPEN

RAIRO – RO is an international journal of
high-level pure and applied research on
Operations Research. It includes theory
and methodology papers, case studies
and state-of-the art surveys.

rairo-ro.org

RAIRO – Theoretical
Informatics and
Applications

SUBSCRIBE
TO OPEN

RAIRO – ITA publishes original highlevel research papers in the area of
theoretical computer science and its
applications including game theory,
quantum computation, cryptography.

rairo-ita.org

All the journals are published by EDP Sciences in partnership with SMAI except for
RAIRO – Theoretical Informatics and Applications which is published by EDP Sciences only

Subscribe to Open (S2O)
A fair and sustainable
open access model
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smai.emath.fr

Following the subscription renewal cycle, a journal joining the S2O programme
will publish its newly-accepted content in open access as soon as all subscription
renewals have been received, typically at the end of February in Year 1
Pricing is established in a transparent way to balance the costs of publication –
libraries are involved in the process through an independent committee
If a journal does not reach the subscription threshold, only subscribers will
receive access to papers published in the coming year
Institutions support journals for the common good of the academic community
and demonstrate their commitment to open access
Only subscribers get access to ‘moving wall’ archive content that is not yet in open
access (embargoed for 5 years)
Authors publish in S2O journals in open access, free of charge (no APCs) publication fees are covered by the subscription income
Articles are published under a CC-BY 4.0 license allowing authors to retain the
copyright
The license enables authors to be fully compliant with the open access
requirements of their institution or funding organisation(s)
It supports open access and open science and helps to guarantee the long-term
scientific independence of researchers through a diversity of publishing models
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It supports the values of the mathematics community
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It helps to meet the growing demand for open access publications, e.g. Plan S

●

●

Where can
I find out
more?

An innovative, transformative model that aims to move subscription journals to
open access

New subscribers may join the mathematics S2O programme at any time by
contacting subscribers@edpsciences.org
Additional participation will help the S2O model to thrive and will reduce the
subscription price for subscribers

●

Contact SMAI – smai-vp-publications@emath.fr

●

EDP Sciences Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – bit.ly/S2OFAQs

●

Subscribe to Open Community of Practice – subscribetoopencommunity.org

EDP Sciences’ and SMAI’s
Subscribe to Open initiative is supported by
the Fonds National pour la Science Ouverte

edpsciences.org

